
C8 –  3rd Teachers Coordination meeting - Italy

Visit MEMO

All the activities took place according to the planned schedule. The partners arrived on 16th July,
except the Spanish ones, who got at the hotel the following morning. They all were hosted at "Le
Gole " Hotel in the small town of Celano. The hotel itself was also the venue for the meetings.

Saturday - July 17th
1. Visit of Celano Village

Waiting for the Spanish colleagues' arrival, the other partners visited the historical centre of the
small town of Celano and its cultural heritage sites.

2. Workshop –Sharing experiences, Final report, Final Project Budget

The meeting scheduled for the afternoon started regularly at 3.30:  the complete final works were
presented and it was decided how to present on the Twinspace and the other online platforms, all
the materials produced during the single steps of the whole Erasmus+ “BET” Project. It was agreed
to present the project results uploaded to Twinspace to the National E-Twinning awards at national
level in order to get the Quality label.

Finally, the partners discussed the documents to prepare in order to certify all the different works
and activities carried out. Teachers  discussed the opportunity to apply for Europass, finally each
partner country was left to decide whether or not to apply for Europass.

The meeting ended at 7.30.

Sunday - July 18th
1. Workshop – Roundtable about training on the heritage

The meeting started at 9.30 and the partners were busy  developing a final memo to be follow at
schools interested in working on heritage. Teachers shared the knowledge acquired in these years



of collaboration and the main results achieved. Each delegation contributed preciously. The works
were closed at 1.00 p.m.

2.  Visit of “Borgo Universo” at Aielli

In the afternoon, all the delegations went to Aielli, where they took part in the "Borgo Universo
Festival", an example of the local heritage economic exploitation. They looked at the murales
guided by two employees of the local Cooperative enterprise, watched an exhibition at the Oratory
of the parish and, at night, they observed the moon from the local Observatory.

Monday – July 19th
1. Workshop – Working program, Google sites, ITC workshop

The meeting started at 9.30 and the partners analyzed all the activities carried out for the purpose
of drafting the final memo: objectives,  resources, methodology, chronology, activities developed,
repository, the ICT tools used. Delegations shared experiences on preparing project visits with
students.The discussion concerned the strong and weak aspects of all that was done throughout
the whole Project. All the partners gave their important viewpoint. The works finished at 1.00 p.m.

One of the Romanian colleagues left in advance and could get involved only in the first part of the
meeting.

2.  Visit of Museo dei confetti Pelino and Sulmona Town

In the afternoon, at 3.00, all the partners were driven to the town of Sulmona, where they even
visited its famous Museum and industry of sugar almonds, intangibile heritage of the area.

Tuesday – July 20th
1. Workshop – Final impressions and future projects

On the last day, the meeting started in advance, at 8.00, in order to give the partners more time to
get to the airport of departure in Rome.

The works focused on the impressions received by all the delegations in the single phases of the
Project and each one expressed great enthusiasm for the involvement and contribution of the
different teams and expressed the wish for future collaborations on common topics among the
ones suggested by the EU for next seven years.

All the partners left Celano at 11.00.


